Why technical and operational teams love Mattermost

Mattermost provides an adaptable, resilient collaboration hub that enables organizations to stay focused on workflows most essential to operational success.

Improve focus and efficiency with a single collaboration hub

Mattermost’s fast, familiar interface, collaborative playbooks, and customizable integrations let you create a workspace that slices through the noise to keep teams focused on high-impact workflows when minutes count.

Adapt your workspace to your workflow

Connect with in-house and SaaS-based tools with webhooks, plugins, API access, and source code access to customize Mattermost to fit your team’s needs precisely. Legacy tools and proprietary software? No problem! With Mattermost’s plugin framework you can connect those tools to Mattermost for easy access in mission-critical scenarios.

Stay in control with security-first deployment options

Maintain data control with a resilient collaboration hub that gives you the ability to deploy to any public or private cloud, including air-gapped networks. Conform to your organization’s compliance and security standards without sacrificing usability.

“Mattermost has been unimaginably effective for our company and continues to exceed expectations with every new release.”

Daniel Gover
IT System Administrator for Crossover Health

Deployed by the world’s leading organizations

Samsung | DuckDuckGo | Qualcomm | U.S. Air Force | NASA
Connections are integrations with leading developer tools, including GitHub, Jenkins, CircleCI, GitLab, Jira, PagerDuty, and ServiceNow. Developers can build their own Connections through custom apps, open APIs, plugins, webhooks, and Zapier. The Mattermost App Framework allows developers to create custom interactive add-ons written in any language and run on any HTTP compatible host.

Controls give you extensive data protection, information governance, and granular identity/access controls. Deploy on-prem or in a secure cloud to meet the compliance demands of GDPR, AICPA, CCPA, FINRA, HIPAA, and more. Mattermost includes advanced mobile security, compliance auditing with oversight, and Enterprise Information Archiving integration. Customize to meet your specific requirements with fine-grained data retention, audit logs, and full access to APIs, drivers, and open source code.

Choose your deployment option
Increase speed, efficiency and reliability without compromising on security. Get started with Mattermost today »